Schedule

May 2

19:30   Welcome dinner at Les Ministres, 30 rue de bac, 75007. Phone +33 (0)1 42 61 22 37

May 3

9:30    Registration & coffee: ground floor lobby, in the café in front of the entrance 13 rue de l'Universite, Paris, 75006

10:00-10:15 Welcoming remarks (Dean Christophe Jamin, David Oppenheimer)

10:15-11:30 Workshop of papers 1 & 2. Room: Amphitheatre Jean Moulin (-1 floor).


2. Costanza Hermanin and Judith Squire, Institutionalizing Intersectionality in the UK, France and Germany, response by Maleiha Malik.

11:30-11:45 Coffee break in the café adjoining the garden

11:45-13:00 Workshop of papers 3 & 4, Room: Amphitheatre Jean Moulin


4. Doris Liebscher, Racism Without Race, response by Eilionóir Flynn.

13:00-14:30 Lunch in the garden (or the café adjoining the garden) at 13 rue de l’Universite


5. Mark Bell, Constitutionalization of EU Anti-Discrimination Law, response by Sophie Robin-Olivier. (Moderator: Diego Fernandez Arroyo.)

15:10-15:40 A brisk walk (recommended)

15:45-17:15 Workshop of papers 6 & 7, Room: Salle du Conseil


7. Hubert Smekal (presenting) and Katerina Sipulova, D.H. Implementation, response by Alvero Oliveira. (Moderator: Jeremy Perelman)

17:15-17:45 Discussion of the future of the Berkeley Comparative Anti-Discrimination Law Study Group; Where are we going? Room: Salle du Conseil

17:45-18:45 A leisurely stroll (recommended)

19:30   Cocktails and dinner at the French Senate, Address 15 Rue De Vaugirard

(You MUST bring your passport or identity card to be admitted by Senat security.)
May 4

10:30-11:15  Workshop of paper 8 (Note, paper 9 will not be presented), Room: Salle du Conseil


11:15-11:45  Coffee break in the café adjoining the garden

11:45-13:00  Workshop of papers 10 & 11, Room: Salle du Conseil

10.   Victoria Plaut (presenting) and Michelle Anderson, Implicit Bias, response by Julie Ringheim.

11.  Julie Suk, Quotas & Parity, response by Katerina Linos. (Moderator Mikhail Xifaras)

13:00-14:30  Lunch in the garden, or the café adjoining the garden at 13 rue de l’Universite

14:30-15:00  A brisk walk (recommended)

15:00  Public Session, Room: Amphitheatre Claude Erignac (3rd floor).

15:00-15:15  Welcoming remarks

15:15-16:45  Panel discussion on Global Affirmative Action: Jean-Claude Beaujour (Paris bar), Taeku Lee (Berkeley), Daniel Sabbagh (Sciences-Po), and Julie Suk (Cardozo).

16:45-17:00  Break

17:00-18:30  Presentation of paper 12, followed by panel discussion: Why Compare Anti-Discrimination laws? Paper presentation by Christopher McCrudden (Oxford/Queens Belfast), with Brynhildur Flovenz (U. Iceland), Sheila Foster (Fordham), Claire Kilpatrick (EUI), and Marie Mercat-Bruns (Sciences-Po).  Moderator David Oppenheimer (Berkeley).  (To be recorded for pod cast.)

18:30-20:00  Closing cocktail reception

We are grateful to Linklaters LLP for their sponsorship of this symposium.